For the first time a British delegation joins an international memorial march in the
German town of Bad Nenndorf, remembering the German and Russian victims of a
British torture camp set up there when Germany was under military occupation after
the Second World War. Here, 372 men and 44 women were interned under depraved
conditions, to be gratuitously reduced to living skeletons. This was postwar!
RICHARD EDMONDS (speaking in 2013 and 2014 in German with English
subtitles) explains recent revelations by the British Guardian journalist Ian Cobain, who first exposed the shameful record of infamous camp commandant
‘Tin-Eye’ Stephens, a veteran of British security service MI5, and the torture
of German camp inmates at the hands of his staff. This terrible story had been
kept secret for more than sixty years, but is now part of the journalistic and historical mainstream following Mr Cobain’s book Cruel Britannia.
LADY MICHÈLE RENOUF (speaking in 2013 in English with sentence-by-sentence German translation) points out that the Bad Nenndorf exposé is an example of how green shoots of truth are beginning to break through the cement
of Hollywood influence which has encircled the globe during decades of postwar cover-ups. Moreover certain mainstream documentaries are admitting the
truth that contrary to postwar propaganda, the city-by-city bombing war to
target civilians (pioneering today’s warfare method) was begun by Britain, not
a reluctant Germany. She recalls her late husband’s association with top German banker Hermann Abs, himself interned at Bad Nenndorf. Now, mainstream accounts of terror bombing
as British policy and the postwar torture of Germans by the Allies prove why we Europeans
should never be drawn into inter-gentile wars in which both sides lose.
PETER RUSHTON (in 2014, speaking in English with German translation). In PDF
attachments included with this DVD, Rushton reveals documents that have emerged
since publication of Ian Cobain’s book Cruel Britannia, and which establish the role
of MI5 in arranging the acquittal of ‘Tin-Eye’ Stephens and the subsequent cover-up.
The spotlight first began to shift in MI5’s direction when Labour MP Richard Stokes
asked a question in the House of Commons in December 1947 regarding “how many
deaths from ill treatment occurred in the MI5 centre at Bad Nenndorf prior to it being
closed down; and how many persons were sent to hospital as a result of third degree
methods.” It took more than sixty years to complete the exposé!
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